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Calibration Factors based intrusion detection
(CFID) in Cloud Computing
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ABSTRACT--- The distributed computing is the buzz in recent
past, cloud computing stands first in this category. This is since,
the users can adapt anything related to data storage, magnificent
computing facilities on a system with less infrastructure from
anywhere at any time. On other dimension such public and
private cloud computing strategies would also attracts the foul
players to perform intrusion practices. This is since, the
comfortability that the cloud platform providing to end users
intends them to adapt these services in regard to save or compute
the sensitive data. The scope of vulnerability to breach the data or
services over cloud computing is more frequent and easier, which
is since, these services relies on internet protocol. In this regard,
the research in intrusion detection defense mechanisms is having
prominent scope. This manuscript, projecting a novel intrusion
detection mechanism called "calibration factors-based intrusion
detection (CFID)" for cloud computing networks. The
experimental study portrayed the significant scope of the
proposal CFID to detect the intrusion activities listed as remoteto-Local, Port Scanning, and Virtual-Machine-Trapping.
Keywords: calibration factors-based intrusion detection
(CFID), cloud computing (CC), cloud services (CS), IDC
(International Data Corporation), ANN (artificial neural
networks).

I.INTRODUCTION
The objective of cloud computing (CC) is to offer on
demand, convenient access of network for sharing combined
configurable resources of computing such as servers,
applications, networks that can provisioned rapidly and
released through minimum management service interactions
of provider [1]. Services provided by the cloud are in several
ways: platform as service (PaaS) [2], infrastructure as
service (IaaS) [3], and software as service (SaaS) [4], open
Nebula [5], Eucalyptus [6] and Microsoft’s Azure [7].
Since cloud services (CS) are provisioned by internet:
privacy & security of the CSs are the important problems to
be faced. The work [8] presents that IDC (International Data
Corporation) survey envisioned that security is the CC
biggest challenge.
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The work [9] presents that contemporary security of CC
white paper through “Lockheed martin cyber security
division” presents that concerning the substantial security
after security of data would be the intrusion detection &
safeguarding in the infrastructures of the cloud. The
infrastructure of the cloud utilizes the virtualization
methods, combined methods, which performs by benchmark
protocols of internet. These might fascinate intruders
because of more vulnerability included in it.
CC suffers from several outdated attacks like DoS,
flooding, Distributed DoS, DNS poisoning. The work [10]
presents that the attack of DoS underlying on cloud
infrastructure of Amazon caused a Bitbucker.org a hosted
site on the AWS for remaining inaccessible for small
number of hours. The work [11] presents that cost of
computing utilizing the contemporary cryptographic
methods will not be overlooked aimed at cloud. For
preventing the external attacks, the use of firewall is the best
option, but is not suitable for internal attacks. The effective
IDS (Intrusion detection system), “IPS (intrusion prevention
system)” need to be included in the infrastructure of cloud
for lessening these kinds of attacks.
1.1 Overview of Intrusion Detection Technologies for
Cloud Computing
The contemporary Research in the domain of cloud
computing has mainly aiming towards the security. This is
since, the cloud computing is public accessible distributed
network-based service-oriented platform.
Majority of research contributions in security of cloud
computing are aiming to overcome the constraints of the
intrusion detection and defense mechanisms for cloud
computing.
The contributions models in recent past opted the method
of defining set of rules [12] to observe the resource that is an
active participant of the corresponding cloud computing
network is prone to intrude or not. However, the method of
rule-based IDS intricates to defend intruder in virtual and
encrypted networks, as it might identify only outside
attacks.
The other format of the intrusion detection in cloud
computing are grid and cloud-based intrusion detection
using deep learning methods [13].
These methods built on ANN (artificial neural networks)
of both recurrent (relations between neurons are cyclic) and
feed forward (no cyclic relations between neurons).
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However, the collective constraint of these methods is,
demand of high volume of training data and process time,
and false alarming is inversely proportionate to the both
quantity and quality of the training corpus. The hidden
Markov Method (HMM) based intrusion detection is the
other contemporary contributions of the recent literature
[14]. Since, the HMM performs based on the correlations
discovered between the given parameters during the training
phase, often these methods cluster the given training corpus
in to multiple sets of training corpus such that each set
contains the training records having highly correlation
among them. These contributions also carry the constraints
evinced in ANN based intrusion detection strategies.
The other dimension of the intrusion detection in cloud
computing are built on traditional strategy that derives
signatures based on the given training corpus [15], which
further used in the classification process. However, these
methods are not reliable to handle the zero-day attempts,
and the intrusion attempts those slightly deviate from the
signatures derived during learning phase.
The other format of the intrusion detection strategies built
on using evolutionary computational techniques such as
genetic algorithm, which derives the fitness of the parameter
value produced through a request to cloud computing [16].
The crucial constraints of these methods are the probabilistic
detection accuracy and computational complexity that often
evince due to the inadequate fitness function.
In the year 2013, the work [17] suggested CC-oriented
structure for constructing the disseminated intrusion
identification called keeping the proves in several cloud
platform levels, data transferring, where the probes are
gathered towards engine security by proxy, & introducing
incidents of security with the assistance of several engines
of security. This model deliberated individual layers safety
on the platform of cloud, yet it could not tell the way
automatically the security engine introduced the events.
The work [18] presents that rapid compression algorithms
& neural networks which are impulsive for analyzing the
anomaly network traffic in the environment of CC, has kept
the thought of intrusion detection based on network on the
platform of cloud, yet it could not provide clear anomaly
definition. The work [19] presents that several researchers
are summed up in contemporary years on the CC platform
of intrusion detection, and kept these contributions into 3
classes as per detection method called detection based on the
tag, anomaly detection & hybrid method. They made brief
defects examination in these models in coverage of data,
coverage of attack and effectiveness of detection and
noticed that these models are not complete. In the year 2015,
Li Ming given how to identify aggressive conduct uneven
CC areas, and the Wang Yichuan kept a model for
identifying the attacks within CC environment, integrating
game theory principle. In the year 2016, suggested the
enhanced algorithm and method that might take detection of
intrusion on the basis of outdated BP algorithm. The Xu
Yang showed particular model for dealing with the detection
of DDoS attack from the web-application perspective of
service layer
Nevertheless, the contemporary research is simply
regarding the implementation of detection models towards
environment of cloud. Many of these models require
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training samples before and need not deliberate the
performance of detection when faced through huge IDS data
[20]. While there are voluminous data, it is intricate for
conducting practical identification with the algorithms and it
might have less accuracy of detection and rates of coverage.
Hence, the IDS for CC need to possess self-learning
capability, the ability of identifying anomaly intrusion, false
negative, high speed, less false-positive for massive data.
II. RELATED WORKS
The work [21] presents that other effective and rapid
secure IDS is proposed along with HIDS & NIDS. Here, in
this system, there is IDS cloud which capture from the
packets of network and examine them, later forward the
reports towards administrator of cloud based on analysis of
using hybrid classifier called KNN-NN. In respect to train
and test, this data set called NSLKDD need to be utilized &
once report is attained from IDS-cloud, the service provider
of cloud needs to produce another novel alert aimed at this
consumer. Further handle list of logs for assuring entire
stored IP addresses which are malicious. This method is
suggested for managing definite huge flow of data packets
and also produces the reports on the basis of analysis.
The work [22] presents that other anomaly detection
system is suggested in the hypervisor layer called hypervisor
detector utilizing 1 or several novel hybrid algorithms which
is mixture of FCM clustering algorithm besides with ANN,
which is a cause for enhancing detection systems accuracy.
This suggested method is applied and the DARPA’s KDD
cup & its 1999 dataset are utilized for simulations. Based on
such theoretical and its analysis of performance, it is shown
that this definite suggested model might identify entire
anomalies utilizing greater accuracy and lesser rate of false
alarm and might also surpass such classifiers called Naive
Bayes and ANN.
The work [23] presents that other “Cascade of the
ensemble-based ANN for a multi-class Intrusion Detection
(CANID)" is utilized in network traffic of computer. This
suggested method will learn further that several NN are
linked to 1 cascade for every of such kind of networks
which are trained by utilizing small training samples. This
proposed novel cascade infrastructure is capable for
delivering the small training samples which need to be
utilized with learning algorithm based on boosting is
employed in optimal set learning of NN factors for every
such following partition. Here, the outcomes of this
simulation envisioned that suggested contribution will now
be capable for detecting effectively the entire diverse cyberattacks in the networks of computer.
The work [24] presents that HIDS algorithm is proposed
that was utilized aimed at private environment of cloud,
which was deliberated as effective for the cause of
performance and security. The contemporary IDS is capable
for providing fine picture of system, but is not capable for
identifying intrusion in productive way.
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The AI (artificial intelligence) is now included in this
research contribution for identifying any kind of intrusion in
instance of private cloud and the inclusion of AI method
resulted in the IDA- self adaptive and is tested utilizing
practical data by collecting the data at same time.
Here, this algorithm is applied in instance of private cloud
which is highly secured constructed for the cause of the
military and here the sector of banking for observing the
network actions.
There are several algorithms of meta-heuristic
implemented aimed at dealing with the scheduling issues.
The work [25] presents other in-depth examination of PSO.
Its task and workflow scheduling strategies are suggested
aimed at the environment of cloud in this review. Here, it
offers proposed strategies classifications based on PSO is
implemented and finally further directions of research is
outlined.The work [26] presents that further suggested
parallel designs and realization model for optimized PSOBP, is the NN on the basis of Map reduce on the platform of
Hadoop through parallel designs & PSO. This is utilized for
BP-NN optimization and its primary weights and the
thresholds aimed at enhancing the classification of algorithm
and its precision. The parallel programming method based
on the Map reduce is utilized for attaining parallel
processing of BP aimed at solving communication overhead
& hardware on the basis of issue during BP and big data is
addressed by NN. Here algorithm is proposed further for
this network and is showing greater classification accuracy
and enhanced effectiveness of time can depict the prominent
enhancement attaining from parallel processing towards
intelligent algorithm aimed at big-data. Better solutions are
detected by Hyper-heuristic algorithms (HHA) for CC
scheduling and also for further enhancing such outcomes of
scheduling leads for make-span. The work [27] proposed
other new “multi objective PSO task scheduling (MO-PSO)”
and GA on the basis of HHA aimed at resource scheduling
that was hybrid-algorithm. Here, algorithm performance is
assessed utilizing Sim-toolkit of cloud. They compared the
algorithm of hybrid scheduling possessing contemporary
common heuristic & scheduled algorithms. Their outcomes
show better execution than contemporary algorithms
through lessening cost and enhancing the make-span. The
suggested method has presented enhanced resources
utilization, throughput & make-span.

Algorithm for CFID:
Step 1. Elimination of insignificant features using Feature
optimization Process
Step 2. Confidence Assessment for features and records
using ANOVA methods
Step 3. Identification of Scale of Calibration Factors to
predict R2L, PS, VMT, and Unbiased categories of the
cloud network transaction.
Step 4. Testing and Experimental study.
The details of each step are discussed in the subsequent
sections.
3.1 Elimination of insignificant features using Feature
optimization Process
Let dataset

Di  {e(i)1 , e(i)2 ,.....e(i)|Di |} of size

| Di | for each record i, shall be taken into consideration for

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The proposed CFID is meant to define Calibration Factors
to estimate the intrusion scope of network transaction of
cloud computing. Since the proposal is a machine learning
method, it is being trained by set of network transactions
that are labeled as biased (prone to intrusion) or unbiased
(fair enough network transaction). A cloud computing
network transaction is said to be the values representing the
set of sequence of attributes [28]. In order to discover the
calibration factors, the initial phase of the method discovers
all possible unique subsets of the values representing the
corresponding subset of attributes. Here after, these unique
subsets of values are being referred as features.
In order to assess each feature effect(s) with respect to
patterns discovered from unbiased and biased training sets
using a graph strategy. Hence the associated effects in this
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process are meant to define and derive the Scale of
Calibration Factors within the biased and unbiased labels.
The main objective of the present CFID method is to design
a Scale of Calibration Factors using the knowledge of
cached transactions that are labeled biased Remote-to-Local
(R2L), port scanning (PS), and virtual machine trapping
(VMT) or unbiased. To do this, the given labeled data is
partitioned into respective biased labels called Remote-ToLocal (R2L), port scanning (PS), and virtual machine
trapping (VMT) as well as unbiased (healthy person blood
samples). The given training corpuses of records with labels
are classified into their respective categories based on its
label. Because each record contains many numbers of
attributes and a huge chunk of them might be insignificant
to the respective category of biased. Therefore, the first step
in the present method is conducting the feature optimization
process for the elimination of the features that are
insignificant. Further, the confidence assessment for every
category of cloud network transaction data is performed. A
new procedure is described here for the assessment of every
cloud network transaction confidence against the features of
every category. In addition, the confidence estimated for
every feature of the cloud network transaction of the
respective category shall be used as input for defining Scale
of Calibration Factors for the estimation of the scope of
Remote-To-Local, port scanning, as well as virtual machine
trapping. The whole process of the proposed method is
described in the following Algorithm.

training towards defining Scale of Calibration Factors.
Every cloud network transaction is generally represented by
the sequence of attributes, which are chosen for the
respective attack prone context. The description is binding
to all cloud network transactions that are labeled as R2L,
PS, and VMT.
Let Dn  {r1 , r2 ,..., r|D | } be the set of cloud network
n

transactions

of

unbiased labels, similarly, the set
Dm  {r1 , r2 ,..., r|Dm |} be the cloud network transactions

labeled as malevolent.
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The sets Fi  { f (i)1 , f (i)2 ,..., f (i)|F |}
i
and Fn  { f (n)1 , f (n)2 ,..., f (n)|F |} are the feature
n
sets of cloud network transactions which are represented by

Di and Dn in that order.
The attribute set G (i ) j  {g (ij )1 , g (ij ) 2 ,...g (ij )|G ( i ) j |} be
the set of attributes as values observed for feature f (i ) j of
cloud network transactions represented by Di . On the same
note,
the

attribute

set
G (n) j  {g (nj )1 , g (nj ) 2 ,...g (nj )|G ( n ) j |} be the set of

attributes as values observed for feature f (n) j of cloud
network transactions represented by Dn . The following
procedure is used to eliminate the insignificant features and
thereby reduce the process complexity for the subsequent
steps.
Feature f (i ) j of

optimized. The optimized dataset is used in the confidence
assessment discussed in section 3.2.
3.2 Attribute and Cloud network transaction Confidence
Assessment
The attributes found for all the optimal feature of the
respective cloud network transaction dataset, as well as the
cloud network transactions of the dataset shall be used
further for the assessment of the attribute and the cloud
network transaction confidence. The whole process of the
proposed method is described in the following Algorithm.
3.2.1 Identification of Attribute Pairs
Define the attribute pairs in such a way that every
attribute representing a different feature of the similar
dataset. To do this attribute pair correlation is computed by
using the following procedure
Let

Pi be the set and contains every possible unique

attribute pairs from the respective dataset Di .
For

Fi is generally said to be an

every cloud

network

transaction e(i) j of

the

insignificant feature, when attributes G (i ) j of f (i ) j are

respective dataset Di , find every possible unique pairs of

almost same as the attributes G(n) j of feature f (n) j of Fn .

attributes and add to Pi . They are: {gk gk  p j } and

Therefore, the identification of insignificant features
requires the adoption of hamming distance that applied on
attributes of every feature as vectors from every attack prone
and normal cases. It is also worth pointing out that the
hamming distance with zero or less than the stipulated
threshold points out that respective feature is generally
insignificant. The computation of hamming distance process
is explained below:

CX  {cx1 , cx2 ,.........., cxn } and

Let

CY  {cy1 , cy2 ,........., cym } be two vectors of size n and m
respectively and let CZ   is a vector of size 0. CZ {i} is
the i th component of the vector CZ and

{gl gl  p j } be the two attributes paired as { p j p j  Pi } .
3.2.2 Evaluate the associativity support of every pair of
an attribute
When a pair of attributes is present in a cloud network
transaction with different features of the dataset then the
associativity support will be measured by taking the ratio of
the number of such pairs with total number of attributes
present in the cloud network transaction of the dataset. The
ratio s ( pi ) is the correlation of every pair of the attributes in
the cloud network transactions. The correlation of every pair
{ p j p j  Pi } as follows.

| CZ | is the

vector CZ ’s size. hd CX  CY is the hamming distance
between CX and CY , Then, the computation of Hamming
distance between CX and CY is described below:
Step 1

Let

{gl gl  p j } be the two

attributes paired as { p j p j  Pi } , and then the correlation

s( p j ) of the pair p j is given in the following equation.

s ( pi ) 

foreach {ii  1, 2,3,.....max(n.m)}

1 |Di |
{1{g k , gl }  e(i)v}
| Di | v1

This correlation is used in the assessment of attribute and
cloud network transaction confidence of the respective cloud
network transaction datasets of port scanning, Remote-ToLocal, virtual machine trapping, and the unbiased cases. The
details are discussed in section 3.3.

if ({cxi cxi  CX }  {cyi cyi  CY })  0 then
CZ  {cxi cxi  CX }  {cyi cyi  CY }
Else
CZ  1
Step 2.
The hamming distance

{gk gk  p j } and

3.2.3 Assessment of Attribute and Transaction Confidence

hd CX  CY is given by

The assessment of the confidence of the attributes as well
as the cloud network transactions of the respective cloud

|CZ |

hdCX CY   CZ{i}

network transaction dataset Di , a mutual relation graph

j 1

In the cloud network transaction, if the distance between
the attribute features of the attack prone and normal is more,
then the feature is to be considered as optimal feature
otherwise the feature is ignored. In this way the dataset is
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There shall be an edge between an attribute and cloud
network transaction when the chosen attribute exists in the
given cloud network transaction.
Then every edge between attribute and cloud network
transaction is weighted as indicated below:

ce (i ) j  Di 

|G ( i )|

 {w( g )  c
k 1

k

g k  Di

e(i ) j  g k  Di  e(i ) j }

End
The confidence measures of the attributes and the cloud
network transactions of every respective cloud network
transaction datasets are used for all R2L, PS, VMT, and
unbiased cases.
3.4 Measuring Calibration Factors to find the Scope of
R2L, PS, VMT, and Unbiased Cases
The confidence of records prone to divergent attacks
datasets DR 2 L ,

DPS , DVMT used to calculate the Aggregate

mean of the respective cloud network transactions
confidence of the cloud network transaction dataset DR 2 L
having records biased as Remote-To-Local attack is defined
below:

mR 2 L

1 |DR 2 L |

 {ce( R 2 L)i DR 2 L DR 2 L  e( R2L)i }
| DR 2 L | i 1

So as to identify the upper and the lower bounds of mR 2 L ,

DR 2 L is evaluated as indicated in

mean absolute distance of
The weights that are obtained for the edges between
attributes and cloud network transactions in the mutual
graph are further utilized in the assessment of the attribute
and cloud network transaction confidence towards the
respective Remote-To-Local (R2L), port scanning (PS), and
virtual machine trapping (VMT) as well as unbiased
datasets.
Additionally, the measurement cgj is the feature

following equation,
ad
R2L

m

g j of every cloud network transaction

e(i ) k of the

respective dataset Di . Similarly the respective attribute
confidence towards dataset

Di is also estimated by the

R2L

2

mR 2 L is measured in

Upper bound of mR 2 L is: muR 2 L  mR 2 L  mRad2 L
In addition, Meta-heuristics for VMT (virtual machine
trapping), PS (port scanning), as well as the unbiased
(healthy) scope. Aggregate mean of the respective cloud
network transactions confidence of port scanning cloud

DPS is:

network transaction dataset

mPS 

 {g j G (i )  g j } Begin
j 1

1 |DPS |
 {ce( PS )i  DPS DPS  e( PS )i }
| DPS | i 1

The mean absolute distance of

| Di |

DPS is followed in below

equation:

k 1

ad
mPS


End
Similarly, every respective cloud network transaction

Di

1 |DPS |

| DPS | i 1

m

PS

 ce ( PS )i  DPS

Then the lower and upper bounds of

is measured by computing the sum of the product of every
attribute weight as well as the respective attribute
confidence. The attribute is existing in selective cloud
network transaction is the confidence of the given cloud
network transaction. The confidence measures are given in
the following equation.



2

mPS is evaluated in

following equations:
ad
Lower bound of mPS is: mlPS  mPS  mPS
ad
Upper bound of mPS is: muPS  mPS  mPS

| Di |

{e(i) j Di  e(i) j } Begin
j 1
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Lower bound of mR 2 L is: mlR 2 L  mR 2 L  mRad2 L

|G ( i )|

cg j  Di  {w( g j )e(i)k  g j  Di  e(i )k }

 ce ( R 2 L )i  DR 2 L

following equations:

same formula.

confidence for every cloud network transaction dataset

m

Then the upper and lower bounds of

confidence of the cloud network transaction dataset Di .
This can be found by aggregating the weight of attribute

1 |DR 2 L |


| DR 2 L | i 1
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Aggregate mean of the respective cloud network
transactions confidence of virtual machine trapping cloud

mVMT 

 c

DVMT is:

network transaction dataset

j 1

g j  PS

 c

|G ( PS )|

1

ce PS  |G ( PS )|



 w( g j )g j  G( PS )

i 1

gi  PS

 w( gi )gi  G ( PS )  e  gi

1 |DVMT |
{ce (VMT )i  DVMT DVMT  e(VMT )i } The aggregate of the product of every attribute confidence

| DVMT | i 1
and weight that exists in G ( DVMT ) and e , that divides by
the aggregate of confidence of all attributes exists in

The mean absolute distance of

DVMT is followed in

G ( DVMT ) is:

below equation:
ad
mVMT


m

1 |DVMT |

| DVMT | i 1

VMT

 ce (VMT )i  DVMT



2

mVMT is assessed in

Then the lower and upper bounds of

The aggregate of the product of every attribute

following equations:

confidence and weight that exists in

ad
Lower bound of mVMT is: mlVMT  mVMT  mVMT

divides by the aggregate of confidence of all attributes exists

ad
Upper bound of mVMT is: muVMT  mVMT  mVMT

in

Aggregate mean of the respective unbiased cloud network
transactions confidence of dataset

mU 

1
DU

| DU |

{c
i 1

e (U )i  DU

DU is:

Then the confidence values of the cloud network
transaction e with regards to PS, R2L, VMT, and U shall
be used for the estimation of the given expression state is
unbiased, prone to Remote-To-Local, port scanning or
virtual machine trapping according to the following
conditions.
Confidence values of the cloud network transaction e
used for the estimation of the given expression state is
unbiased, prone to Remote-To-Local, port scanning or
virtual machine trapping according to the following
conditions.

DU is denoted in below

equation,

1 |DU |

| DU | i 1

m

U

G ( DU ) is:

DU  e(U )i }

The mean absolute distance of

mUad 

G ( DU ) and e , that is

 ce (U )i  DU



Then the lower and upper bounds of

2

mU is assessed as

followed in below equations:
Lower bound of mU is: mlU  mU  mUad
Upper bound of mU is: muU  mU  mUad
3.5 Predicting the state of cloud network transaction:
The meta-heuristics will be used further to assess the
R2L, PS, and VMT scope of a given cloud network
transaction e . The confidence of given cloud network
transaction.
The aggregate of the product of each attribute confidence
and weight of that exists in

G ( DR 2 L ) and e , which

divides by the aggregate of confidence of all attributes exists
in G ( DR 2 L ) is given below:

ce R 2 L  |G ( DR 2 L )|


j 1

c

g j R 2L



 w( g j )g j  G ( DR 2 L )

Further the confidence of e towards DPS ,

 c

|G ( DR 2 L )|

1

DVMT and

DU assessed by finding the aggregate of the product of
every attribute confidence and the weight that exists in

G ( DPS ) and e . The aggregate of confidence of all

i 1

gi  R 2 L

 w( gi )gi  G ( DR 2 L )  e  gi

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dataset CIDDS [29] is utilized in the simulation. The
number of records in the involved dataset were 1979 and are
labeled as intrude-1043 (R2L: 301, PS: 418, VMT: 324) &
benevolent-936,

attributes exists in G ( DPS ) is given by:
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which are deliberated for the simulation study. Here, in
respect to estimate the execution of proposal, the 4-fold
classification scheme is modified.
The specified records are segregated into 4 folds so that
every repetition of simulation, the records of 3-folds are
utilized for determining the measure and other fold is
utilized for testing. Scale assessment statistics are detailed in
Table 1.
Proposal execution is measured by comparing to existing
method known as “multi objective PSO task scheduling
(MO-PSO)” [27].
Table 1: The statistics noticed for performance
metrics in the form of total performance (mean &
standard deviation for 4-folds)

In the experimental study, the statistics noticed for the
performance metrics in the form of the overall performance
is presented in Table 1. Here, the mean & standard deviation
of 4-folds is explored in table. The various performance
metrics used for observing the overall performance, and the
metrics such as positives, negatives, true positives and many
more as depicted in table. The mean & standard deviation
for CFID & MO-PSO at various performance metrics are
represented. The number of positives for the proposed
method CFID is 105.25  0.8292 and, the number of
positives for the MO-PSO method is 103.75  0.433. The
number of negatives for CFID is 92.75  0.8292 and for
MO-PSO is 94.25  0.433. Similarly from the table, we can
observe that the number of TPs for CFID is higher while it
is compared to MO-PSO. The number of FPs for CFID is
less than MO-PSO. The amount of true-negatives of CFID is
more than MO-PSO. The amount of FNs for CFID is less
than MO-PSO. The amount of PPV for CFID is more than
MO-PSO. The amount of NPV for CFID is more than MOPSO. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for CFID are
higher while it is compared to MO-PSO.

were 92.5  1.118, 97.5  1.118 of Contemporary method
MO-PSO and proposed method CFID respectively.
The sensitivity noticed for the contemporary MO-PSO
method & proposed CFID method in corresponding
sequence are 0.8863  0.0096 & 0.9354  0.01. Identically,
specificity is noticed in the same sequence as 0.879 
0.0072 & 0.9172  0.0053. These 2 metrics denotes the
CFID performance advantage over MO-PSO in respect to
the intrusion-detection that is because of specificity &
sensitivity (recall) of MO-PSO is less than CFID. The truly
identified intruded records in contradiction to entire records
detected in the form of intruded indicates the prediction
value of intrusion, which often indicates as PPV (positive
predictive value) identified to be 0.8915  0.0082 & 0.9264
 0.0044 of MO-PSO & CFID in corresponding sequence.
Identically, truly identified normal records in averse to
entire records detected in the form of normal records would
be predictive value of normal record, which often indicates
NPV (Negative predictive value) found as 0.8852  0.0076
& 0.9217  0.0047 of MO-PSO & CFID in corresponding
order. The NPV & PPV values indicate that CFID are more
prominent than existing MO-PSO methods. The accuracy
metric indicates ratio of truly-predicted records in
contradiction to entire records specified in the form of input
aimed at the stage of testing that is often noticed as 0.8851
 0.0097 & 0.928  0.0075 for MO-PSO & CFID in
corresponding order. Here, accuracy values from simulation
study show that proposal is more prominent than
contemporary method. These statistics showing that
proposed heuristics for measuring scope of benign &
intrusion transactions were prominent for discriminating
network traffic as benign & intrude though an accuracy,
which is much greater than existing method. The
represented recall for the suggested CFID method signifies
that miss-rate is lower than existing methods. Nonetheless,
the comprehensive statistics of every fold of simulation are
depicted in Table 2 and Figure 1 - Figure 5.
Table 2: Statistics noticed for the performance metrics
under 4-fold schemes

Performance Analysis
In the empirical study, from the given inputs in testing
stage, the correctly labeled benign records are 82.75 
0.8292, 86.25  0.433 and correctly labeled intruded records
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The statistics noticed for the metrics of performance under
4-fold schemes for the proposed method CFID and
contemporary method MO-PSO is depicted in Table 2. At
fold-1, the performance of CFID and MO-PSO at various
performance metrics is presented, where the number of
positives for CFID is 104 and MO-PSO is 103.
The amount of negatives for CFID is higher while it is
compared with MO-PSO. Similarly, the performance of
CFID & MO-PSO at various metrics is depicted in the
above Table 2. At Fold-2, the number of positives for CFID
is 106 and MO-PSO is 104, whereas the amount of
negatives for CFID is higher while it is compared to
contemporary method MO-PSO.
Similarly, the performances of CFID and MO-PSO at fold3, fold-4 over various metrics are presented in Table 2.

The specificity value noticed for the proposed method
CFID & contemporary method MO-PSO is depicted in
Figure 2. From the figure, it is observed that graph is drawn
among specificity and 4-folds.
The specificity of CFID at fold-1 is greater, while it is
compared to MO-PSO. As observed, it is clear that proposed
method CFID specificity value is higher than contemporary
method MO-PSO.

Figure 3: The value of accuracy noticed for CFID and
MO-PSO

Figure 1: The value of Sensitivity noticed for CFID
and MO-PSO
The sensitivity value noticed for the proposed method
CFID & contemporary method MO-PSO is depicted in
Figure 1. From the figure, it is observed that graph is drawn
among sensitivity and four folds. The sensitivity of CFID at
fold-1 is greater while it is compared to MO-PSO. As
observed, it is clear that the recall of proposed method CFID
is more than contemporary method MO-PSO.

The Accuracy value noticed for the proposed method
CFID & contemporary method MO-PSO is depicted in
Figure 3. From the figure, it is observed that graph is drawn
among Accuracy & 4-folds. The Accuracy of CFID at fold-1
is greater while it is compared to MO-PSO. As observed, it
is clear that the Accuracy of proposed method CFID is
higher than contemporary method MO-PSO.

Figure 4: The value of PPV (precision) noticed for
CFID and MO-PSO

Figure 2: The value of specificity noticed for CFID
and MO-PSO
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The PPV value noticed for the proposed method CFID &
contemporary method MO-PSO is depicted in Figure 4.
From the figure, it is observed that graph could be drawn
among PPV and 4-folds.
The PPV of CFID at fold-1 is greater while it is compared to
MO-PSO.
As observed, it is clear that the PPV of proposed method
CFID is higher than contemporary method MO-PSO.
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10.

11.
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13.
14.

15.

Figure 5: The value of NPV noticed for CFID and
MO-PSO

16.

The value of NPV noticed for the proposed method CFID &
contemporary method MO-PSO is depicted in Figure 5.
From the figure, it is observed that graph is plotted among
NPV & 4-folds. The NPV of CFID at fold-1 is greater while
it is compared to MO-PSO. As observed, it is clear that the
NPV of proposed method CFID is higher than contemporary
method MO-PSO.
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20.

V. CONCLUSION
This contribution portrayed a model for defending
internet protocol based intrusion activities on distributed
cloud computing that labeled as “Calibration Factors based
Intrusion Detection (CFID)”. This method derives
calibration factors from the given training corpus that
contains the cloud computing network transactions labeled
as biased (R2L, PS or VMT) or unbiased. These calibration
factors of biased and unbiased scope are used further to
estimate the attack scope of the new cloud computing
network transaction. Experimental study portrayed the
significance of the proposal, which has been scaled by
comparing with other contemporary model built on particle
swarm optimization technique. This method can be
escalated to next level of detection accuracy in future
research that deals with other possible attacks The other
dimension may evince the scope to use the projected
calibration factors as fitness function to the evolutionary
methods.
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